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  ABSTRACT 
 
 The Pennsylvanian System in the Mid-Continent United States has been studied for 
nearly a century. In north central Oklahoma, the Pennsylvanian is primarily composed of 
cyclothems. These cyclothems are sequences of alternating carbonate, clastic, and shale 
members. Because of this, these zones can be difficult to differentiate. This project provides 
valuable insight into better understanding the Pennsylvanian System in western Osage County, 
Oklahoma. The scope of this project is to perform a subsurface study to produce a detailed 
interpretation of the depositional history and stratigraphy of Pennsylvanian sequences in western 
Osage County. 
 This study features 3D seismic and well log investigations that will be used together for 
local and regional subsurface interpretations. The seismic surveys used in the project are the 
Wild Creek and Gray Horse 3D surveys in western Osage County. The well logs, digital and 
raster, provide respectable well control for western Osage County. Together, interpretations from 
the seismic data and well logs will be used to provide a better understanding of the subsurface 
stratigraphy and depositional history of Pennsylvanian sequences in western Osage County, 
Oklahoma.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Purchased in 1872 from the local Cherokee Nation, Osage County is also referred to as 
the Osage Nation Reservation, and is currently the largest county in Oklahoma at approximately 
1,470,938 acres, or 2298 square miles (Bass, 1942). It is located in the north–central part of 
Oklahoma, along the Oklahoma Kansas border (Figure 1). 
Pennsylvanian stratigraphy outcrops throughout most of Osage County. western Osage 
outcrops typically consist of a series of alternating clastic and carbonate members, while eastern 
Osage County features more sandstone and shale members. Due to the alternating stratigraphic 
nature of these Pennsylvanian formations, subsurface stratigraphic interpretation can be difficult. 
A detailed subsurface stratigraphic overview of the Pennsylvanian section in western Osage 
County provides a better understanding of these complicated sequences and their depositional 
environments.  
 This work specifically relates to Pennsylvanian clinoforms observed in 3D seismic data. 
Rich (1951) defined clinoforms as being the depositional setting for sediment accumulation 
overlying a slope. Today, this term has been modified to include the depositional setting for 
sediment accumulation along the shelf, slope, and basin in shallow and deep-water settings. 
Clinoforms are common in various scale of depositional environments from shore zones and 
deltas to shelf/slope-margins. If present, these features can help explain the history of 
Pennsylvanian strata in western Osage County, while simultaneously helping tie these sediments 
to the stratigraphic record. 
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Figure 1: General location map of study area, Osage County, within Oklahoma. 
1.1  Previous Work 
 The Pennsylvanian System in the Mid-Continent has been studied in Oklahoma for 
almost a century. Dott (1927) conducted a study in Oil and Gas in Oklahoma regarding 
Pennsylvanian paleogeography throughout Oklahoma, illustrating the distribution of seas 
throughout the Pennsylvanian and their relation to neighboring tectonic events. 
 Beckwith (1928) and Bass et al. (1942) issued multiple bulletins regarding research on 
the subsurface geology and petroleum resources in Osage County. These reports also include 
detailed reviews of the history, stratigraphy, structure, and oil and gas resources throughout 
Osage County. Tanner (1956) also discusses geology of Osage County, specifically in the 
northeastern part of the county. He highlights facies information as well as surface stratigraphy. 
 Johnson et al. (2000) highlights Oklahoma’s platform carbonates with respect to 
petroleum exploration. Paleogeography and structure are also discussed in his work. Thorman et 
al. (1979) investigated the status of resources in Osage County for the Osage Indian Reservation. 
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Their work includes a comprehensive report detailing the stratigraphic units as well as potential 
exploration evaluation within these units. Geomorphology, structure, and seismic activity are 
also discussed. 
 In addition to the previously mentioned investigations that relate to the Pennsylvanian 
System, many others have specifically centered their research on the Pennsylvanian in 
Oklahoma. Krumme (1981) investigated the Upper Desmoinian Series, Marmaton Group 
Limestones in eastern Oklahoma, correlating the platform facies and the basin facies while 
producing a series of Paleogeographic maps highlighting these relationships. Bennison (1972) 
discusses the stratigraphy and depositional environments of the Pennsylvanian System in Tulsa 
County, the southeast-neighboring county to Osage County. Others to specifically discuss 
Pennsylvanian stratigraphy in northern Oklahoma include: Bartram (1941), Moore (1947), and 
Brenner (1995). 
 Originally, the term clinoform, introduced by Rich (1951), described the depositional 
setting for deep-water sediment accumulation overlying the slope. Since that time, vast research 
has been conducted to better understand the nature and characteristics of these features. Ron 
Steel has published many papers highlighting research on clinoforms. Steel and Olsen (2002) 
touches on general clinoform characteristics as well as differences in clinoform trajectories. 
Johnannessen and Steel (2005) investigates shelf-margin clinoforms and highlights the 
differences between shelf-margin and deltaic clinoforms. Steel et al. (2007) expands upon the 
differences between clinoforms of delta and shelf-margin origins. Also mentioned in Steel et al. 
(2007) is information on shelf-margin growth featuring sediment supply and accommodation. 
Other key works used in this study that focus on clinoforms include Sanchez et al. (2012), 
Henriksen et al. (2009), and Helland-Hansen and Hampson (2009). 
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1.2  Significance          
 This research fills an important gap in understanding the characteristics and depositional 
environment associated with Pennsylvanian-aged clinoforms seen in subsurface 3D seismic data 
in western Osage County. To the author’s knowledge the literature is silent on these clinoforms, 
this is the first known attempt to bring attention to these particular depositional features. In 
addition, this work has the potential to expand on previous studies and more accurately constrain 
a subsurface stratigraphic overview for the Pennsylvanian section in western Osage County. 
1.3  Purpose           
 The purpose of this study is to: 1) investigate and identify 3D seismic clinoforms while 
simultaneously attempting to tie them to the stratigraphic record, 2) identify the clinoforms as a 
result of a shelf-edge depositional environment, 3) perform a subsurface study to produce a 
comprehensive stratigraphic overview of the Pennsylvanian section in western Osage County. 
1.4  Study Area 
Osage County is located in the north–central part of Oklahoma, along the Oklahoma 
Kansas border (Figure 1). Osage County is bounded on the west by Kay and Noble Counties, 
Washington County to the east, and Pawnee and Tulsa Counties to the south. Osage County was 
purchased in 1872 from the local Cherokee Nation and is currently the largest county in 
Oklahoma at approximately 1,470,938 acres (Bass, 1942). Osage County is in the Cherokee 
Platform Province, just to the east of the Nemaha Uplift and west of the Ozark Uplift (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Major geologic provinces in Oklahoma (modified from Johnson, 2008). 
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2.  GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
2.1  Geologic Setting 
 Oklahoma is a state with a complex geological setting consisting of ancient mountains 
and sedimentary basins. In northeast Oklahoma, Osage County lies atop the Cherokee Platform, 
one of the many geologic provinces found within the state of Oklahoma. The Cherokee Platform 
is a province with a relatively stable geologic history. However, bounding Oklahoma, and Osage 
County, are a number of other geologic provinces, which have been tectonically active in various 
geologic periods. Figure (2) illustrates the Cherokee Platform Province as well as other local 
provinces that include: the Nemaha Uplift, Anadarko Basin, Ozark Uplift, Arkoma Basin, 
Ouachita Uplift, Wichita Uplift, and the Ardmore Basin. This study focuses on rocks 
Pennsylvanian in age within the Absaroka sedimentary sequence. During the Pennsylvanian 
System, the study area was predominately located in a shallow marine setting positioned along 
the southern boundary of the Pennsylvanian Seaway.  
2.2  Tectonic History 
 By Pennsylvanian time, many of Oklahoma’s geologic provinces had already developed 
or were currently active. Along cross-section A’ to A (Figure 3) Osage County is bound to the 
east by the Ozark Uplift and to the west by the Nemaha Uplift. The Nemaha Uplift acts as the 
structural boundary between the Anadarko Shelf and the Cherokee Platform. Along the D’ to D 
cross section (Figure 4) the dramatic Arbuckle Uplift to the south of the gently dipping Cherokee 
Platform, with regional dip of the strata in Osage County to the west-southwest. These westward 
dipping lithologies feature structural deformation including potential geohazards and tectonic 
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structures throughout the county (Bass, 1942); these features can be seen on the surface and 
subsurface. To the east, small-scale topographic features and hazards exist. These features 
include: localized domes, basins, folds, and en echelon normal faults (Thorman and Hibpshman, 
1979). These faults trend north-northeast, perpendicular to the orientation of the maximum 
horizontal stress regime throughout Osage County (Thorman and Hibpshman, 1979). Smaller 
faults, perpendicular to this maximum horizontal stress direction, can be found throughout the 
county at northwest orientations (Bass, 1942).  
 
Figure 3: Generalized W-E cross-section throughout Oklahoma along transect A-A’ highlighted 
in Figure 2 (Johnson, 2008). 
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Figure 4: Generalized N-S cross-section throughout Oklahoma along transect D-D’ highlighted 
in Figure 2 (Johnson, 2008). 
 
Overall, Osage County has minor structural folds compared to other regions of Oklahoma, which 
neighbor large tectonic provinces. Many of the subsurface structural features throughout Osage 
County have been hydrocarbon reservoirs throughout the drilling history of Osage County. Pinch 
outs, anticlines, and domes were the primary targets for drillers in the early years of Osage 
drilling (Bass, 1942). 
 The Pennsylvanian System was a period of change for the Midcontinent as it changed 
from a passive margin to an active margin. The transition to active margin began during the Late 
Mississippian and Early Pennsylvanian. In Figure 5 it is clear that during the Early 
Pennsylvanian, active tectonics were occurring to the south, southwest, and southeast of the 
study area (shown with red dot). This active margin is a result of plate collision and southward 
subduction of the Laurasian plate as it collided with the Gondwana plate. The initial result of this 
collision, which began as early as the Ordovician, was  formation of the Appalachians. Other 
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tectonic events following the Appalachian Orogeny, include the development of the geologic 
provinces throughout Oklahoma and Arkansas and those bounding the Cherokee platform 
(Figure 2). In the late Pennsylvanian (Figure 6) the development of multiple geologic provinces 
bordering the study area, including the Ozark orogeny to the east, the Ouachita Uplift to the 
southeast, and the Wichita Uplift to the southwest. Prior to this time (Figure 7), there were three 
major geologic provinces: the Oklahoma Basin, the Ouachita trough, and the southern Oklahoma 
aulacogen (Johnson et al., 2000). Increased tectonic activity during the Early and Middle 
Pennsylvanian divided theses three provinces into a series of basins and uplifts, which produced 
the major geologic provinces throughout Oklahoma today (Johnson et al., 2000).  
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Figure 5: Paleogeographic map of the Early Pennsylvanian Period, 315 mya, red arrows indicate 
active margin (Modified from Blakey, 2013). 
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Figure 6: Paleogeographic map of the Late Pennsylvanian Period, 300 mya, (Modified from 
Blakey, 2013). 
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Figure 7: Map of major geologic provinces of the Midcontinent during Early Pennsylvanian time 
in relation to study area (red dot) (modified from Johnson, 2000). 
 
The Wichita Uplift occurred during the Early Pennsylvanian, resulting in the formation of 
the Wichita Mountains to the south of Osage County, as well as the formation of the neighboring 
Anadarko and Ardmore foreland basins (Brenner, 1995). Transitioning from the Early 
Pennsylvanian to the Middle Pennsylvanian, the Ouachita orogeny occurred in Arkansas and 
Oklahoma (Dott, 1927), creating the Ouachita Mountains and neighboring Arkoma Basin  
located to the southeast of Osage County. The Arbuckle orogeny followed the Ouachita orogeny 
and occurred during the end of the Middle Pennsylvanian (Dott, 1927). The Arbuckle Uplift 
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occurs directly south of Osage County. Although the Cherokee Platform is considered as a stable 
margin throughout this complex tectonic history, it likely felt the collateral effects of varying 
sedimentation and subsidence rates related to these uplifts. This is reflected in the cyclic nature 
of the stratigraphy observed in the study area. 
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3.  METHODOLOGY 
3.1  Workflow          
 The workflow for this thesis project is given in Figure 8. It began with an extensive 
literature review. Following the literature review was the process of data collection. Data 
collection for this project included wireline data and 3D seismic data for two seismic surveys in 
western Osage County. Once all the necessary data had been collected, interpretation of that data 
was conducted. In the case of an incomplete interpretation, or insufficient data, the project would 
circle back to data collection until the collected data allowed for thorough interpretations, and 
ultimately project conclusions.  
 
Figure 8: Workflow highlighting the steps taken to complete this study. 
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3.2  Data Collection and Description 
This research project examines 3D seismic and wireline data in western Osage County, 
Oklahoma. Conclusions were based on investigation and interpretation using both sets of data. 
3.2.1  3D Seismic 
 This project involves interpretation of two 3D seismic surveys located in Osage County, 
named Wild Creek and Gray Horse, that are highlighted in Figure 9 with white titles in relation 
to neighboring 3D seismic surveys in Osage County.  
 The Gray Horse 3D seismic survey was acquired and processed for Chevron in 1997-8 in 
township 24N R6E, with characteristics: 
• Area approximately 48 sq. mi.  
• Bin size 110 ft x 110 ft 
• 282 inlines (approx. north-south) 
• 326 crosslines (approx. east-west) 
• Grid azimuth 89.245362 deg  
• Common midpoint fold 30 
• Datum +1000 subsea 
• Time sample rate 2 ms 
• CMP processing, dip moveout, Stolt post-stack migration 
• Bandwidth is 8-112 Hz @ 20dB; dominant 60 Hz 
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Gray Horse is the primary seismic survey used for this study. The seismic work shown in this 
study is solely from this survey; however, additional work was conducted in the Wild Creek 
survey to help with subsurface interpretations.  
The Wild Creek survey is NW of Gray Horse in township 25N R4E and was also shot 
and processed for Chevron, exact dates are not known but can safely to be assumed 
contemporary with acquisition and processing of Gray Horse.  The Wild Creek 3D seismic 
survey has the following characteristics: 
• Area approximately 45 sq. mi. 
• Bin size 66 ft x 66 ft 
• 400 inlines (approx. north-south) 
• 721 crosslines (approx. east-west) 
• Processing grid azimuth 89.245362 deg 
• Common midpoint fold 70 
• Datum +1200 subsea 
• Time sample rate 2 ms 
• CMP processing, dip moveout, Stolt post-stack migration 
• Bandwidth is 8-106 Hz @ 20dB; dominant 57 Hz 
 These seismic surveys were interpreted using the open source interpretation system 
OpendTect that provided native versions for Mac and Windows, all standard seismic 
interpretation tools, and featured a quick learning curve.  
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Figure 9: Image from Google Earth outlining Osage County (brown fill) and the Wild Creek and 
Gray Horse seismic surveys used in this study. 
3.2.2  Wireline 
The wireline data for this project consists of a combination of digital and raster well logs from 
northeast Oklahoma. All wireline data was interpreted using the geologic interpretation software, 
IHS Petra.  
 The location of the digital logs used in this study can be seen in Figure 10 in relation to 
the Wild Creek and Gray Horse seismic surveys.  
 The available raster logs for this project were part of a large data donation by MJSystems. 
A Petra project, previously created for a University of Arkansas masters thesis (Liner, 2015), 
was used as the foundation for wireline interpretation in this study. Figure 11 highlights raster 
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log locations in the Petra project for western Osage County. The Wild Creek and Gray Horse 3D 
seismic surveys are shown by orange and blue rectangles, respectively. 
 Figure 12 shows the locations of wells with raster logs used in this study and table 1 lists 
those wells along with general information regarding each individual well. 
 
Figure 10: Image showing the location of the digital logs (seen in green) and type logs (seen in 
purple) used in this study in relation to the Wild Creek and Gray Horse seismic surveys. 
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Figure 11: Image from IHS Petra highlighting locations of available wells with raster logs (green 
dots) in relation to the Wild Creek (orange polygon) and Gray Horse (blue polygon) 3D seismic 
surveys. 
 
 
Figure 12: Image from IHS Petra highlighting the locations of wells with raster logs (yellow 
circles) used in this project.  
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Table 1: Table showing the wells used in this study as well as additional information regarding 
each well. 
3.3  Criteria for Formation Identification 
 Formation identification for this project was based on a combination of seismic 
principles, published articles, and industry-picked formation tops.  
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 Examining type logs from the Tulsa Geological Society aided in picking wireline 
formation tops for this study. The locality of each type log used in this study can be seen as a 
purple star in Figure 10. Well control and log quality varied; therefore, MJ systems formation 
tops assisted in picking formation tops in well logs. Published data was used to help confirm 
locations of formation tops established from type logs and MJ Systems. Beckwith (1928) defines 
wireline and lithologic characteristics of members in Early Virgilian and Late Missourian Series. 
Tanner (1956) also highlights Virgilian facies information. Picking parameters for members 
within the Late Desmoinesian and Early Missourian Series were defined in Krumme (1981). 
General information regarding Pennsylvanian cyclothem character in wireline data is highlighted 
in Brenner (1995). 
 Formation identification for seismic data was primarily assisted by wireline data. A 
velocity log from the Shaw 1A-8 well was used for seismic depth conversion to relate seismic 
areas of interest to wireline data. This process resulted in assigning appropriate depths to 
reflection event times of interest in the seismic data. To further help with formation identification 
in the seismic data, a time-depth curve was created using a sonic log from the Modica 1A-17 
well and formation tops paired units of interest with two-way time in the seismic data. Analog 
synthetic seismograms were studied from the Antelope 3D seismic survey to the north to help 
better identify Pennsylvanian packages in the seismic data used in this study. This project uses 
the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity seismic horizon as defined by Benson (2014) and 
Jennings (2014). 
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4.  STRATIGRAPHY 
4.1  General Stratigraphy of Osage County 
 From widespread petroleum exploration in and around Osage County, the complex 
geology in this region is fairly well understood. Osage County sits atop the Cherokee Platform 
and features Paleozoic strata at the surface and in the subsurface. Pennsylvanian age rocks 
outcrop throughout the majority of the county; however, overlying Permian strata can be seen 
sporadically in regions in western Osage County. The primary stratigraphic column used in this 
paper (Figure 13) shows the local stratigraphic succession for Osage County (Liner et al., 2013). 
Overlying the Precambrian basement is Cambro-Ordovician aged Reagan sandstone and the 
Cambro-Ordovician Arbuckle limestone. Above the Arbuckle are the Ordovician Simpson, 
Viola, and Sylvan groups. The younger Late Devonian-Early Mississippian Chattanooga shale is 
found next followed by the Mississippian section. Locally, the Kinderhook, Osage, Meramec, 
and Chester series make up the Mississippian section. The Pennsylvanian overlies the 
Mississippian and is composed of three series: Desmoinesian, Missourian, and Virgilian. 
Overall, the sedimentary section is relatively thin, with maximum thickness of about 5000 ft in 
western Osage County (Thorman and Hibpshman, 1979). 
 Precambrian rocks underlie all local strata and form the basement in Osage County. This 
basement is composed primarily of granite and other igneous and metamorphic rocks and 
possesses an age of at least 540 million years (Bass, 1942). The depth of basement varies 
drastically across the county. In the southeast the basement shallows to 2,500 feet and in the west 
the top of the basement is at depths of around 4,500 feet (Bass, 1942).  These variations represent 
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local paleotopography on the granite surface. Shallower areas of the basement are a result of 
topographic highs, or domes, of Precambrian strata resulting in thinner overlying section. 
 The time-transgressive Cambro-Ordovician aged Reagan Sandstone lies atop the 
Precambrian basement. This sandstone is older in areas of low Precambrian relief and younger 
on the basement topographic highs. It is a fine-grained, well-sorted sandstone with average 
thickness of approximately 30 feet with maximum of around 60 feet (Thorman and Hibpshman, 
1979). 
 Overlying the Reagan Sandstone is the Cambro-Ordovician Arbuckle, a dolomitic, 
siliceous limestone sometimes referred to as the “siliceous lime” (Thorman and Hibpshman, 
1979). The Arbuckle is the thickest sequence of lower Paleozoic strata throughout Oklahoma; 
however, Arbuckle thickness fluctuates throughout Osage County (Johnson et al., 2000). In areas 
of basement highs, the Arbuckle can be absent; as where in other areas, such as western Osage 
County, the Arbuckle Formation can have thicknesses greater than 1,400 feet (Beckwith, 1928). 
The dolomite units in the Arbuckle Group are common reservoir rocks throughout Oklahoma for 
both oil and natural gas. The formation varies in color from white to brown and varies from 
dense to coarsely crystalline in texture (Johnson et al., 2000; Beckwith, 1928). 
 The Ordovician Simpson Group unconformably overlies the Arbuckle. The Simpson 
Group was deposited during a regressive sequence and is composed of three members. The 
Simpson is thickest in south Osage County at approximately 200 feet and thins rapidly to the 
north (Bass, 1942). In general, Simpson strata are quartzose sandstones interbedded with thick 
interbedded shallow-marine limestones and shales (Johnson et al., 2000). In ascending order, the 
Burgen Sandstone forms the base of the Simpson Group and is followed by the Middle Simpson 
Tyner member. The Tyner is composed of a series of sandstones and green shales. The third 
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member is the Upper Simpson Wilcox Sand. Each of these units represents large-scale eustatic 
changes of Simpson seas across the area (Thorman and Hibpshman, 1979).  
 Overlying the Simpson Group are the late Ordovician Viola Limestone and Sylvan Shale 
formations. The Viola Group is a highly fossiliferous marine limestone sequence with 
interbedded chert (Johnson et al., 2000). Overlying the Viola is the Sylvan Shale formation. 
Across the northern boundary of Osage County, in Kansas, the Sylvan Shale equivalent is termed 
the Maquoketa Formation. The Maquoketa is a greenish-gray colored shale (Newell et al., 1987). 
 The conformable overlying Chattanooga Shale is time-transgressive between Devonian 
and Mississippian in age. It is absent throughout most of Osage County, but present along the 
eastern, southern, and western most boundaries of the county and is classified in Osage County 
as being early Mississippian in age (Bass, 1942; Beckwith, 1928). Sometimes termed the 
Woodford Shale, the Chattanooga varies in thickness across Osage County from 0 to 400 feet 
(Thorman and Hibpshman, 1979). The Chattanooga is is a fissile and carbonaceous shale dark to 
black in color. Localized pyrite concretions occur within the formation (Beckwith, 1928). 
 The Mississippian Limestone, sometimes called the Mississippi Lime, is widespread over 
all of Oklahoma. The Mississippian Limestone is a term given to the collection of formations 
making up the Kinderhookian and Osagean series. The thickness of this grouping of lithologies 
ranges from 100 to 400 feet with an average thickness of approximately 300 feet throughout 
most of the county (Bass, 1942).  The depositional environment for Osage County during the 
majority of the Mississippian was shallow seas with warm aerated climates including an 
abundance of benthic organisms (Johnson et al., 2000), resulting in lithologies of limestone, 
cherty limestone, chert, and sometimes shale. Colors of the Mississippian Limestone typically 
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range from gray to black (Bass, 1942). The formations making up the Kinderhookian and 
Osagean series are the St. Joe and Boone members.  
 The St. Joe member, Upper Kinderhookian - Lower Osagean in age, overlies the 
Chattanooga shale. It is a chert-free limestone that formed on a paleo-shelf (Benson, 2014). 
Overlying the St. Joe is the Boone Formation. The Boone is a cherty-limestone with petroleum 
reservoir potential. In Osage County, the Boone ranges up to 300 feet thick and features many 
types of chert throughout the section (Benson, 2014). The overlying Mississippian Meramec and 
Chester series occur throughout most of Oklahoma; however, they are absent from the rock 
record of Osage County due to erosion at the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity. 
 The Pennsylvanian System is detailed in the next section. 
 The Permian System overlies the Pennsylvanian System and is the youngest stratum 
found in Osage County. In parts of western Osage County, Wolfcampian Series Permian rocks 
crop out at the surface. The Wolfcampian consists of the Admire, Council Grove, and Chase 
Groups (Figure 14). The formations within these groups are typically packages of shale, 
limestone, and redbeds (Bass, 1942) that dip to the west and trend to the east-northeast. 
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Figure 13:  Stratigraphic column for western Osage County, Oklahoma (modified from Liner et 
al., 2013). 
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Figure 14:  Stratigraphic column showing the Permian Section on the Cherokee Platform (Boyd, 
2008). 
4.2  The Pennsylvanian System 
 Unconformably overlying the Mississippian System is the Pennsylvanian System, 
spanning a time range of 330-290 million years before present (Suneson, 2000). Pennsylvanian 
packages are typically composed of alternating sandstones, marine and non-marine shales, 
conglomerates, and limestones (Johnson et al., 2000). These alternating sediment packages are 
called cyclothems. Cyclothems are characteristic of the Pennsylvanian and Early Permian 
Systems and are a primary result of marine transgressive-regressive cycles (Suneson, 2000). The 
Pennsylvanian System is thickest in the western portion of Osage County at around 3,200 feet 
and thinnest in the east at roughly 1,600 feet (Beckwith, 1928). Hydrocarbon production is well 
established in the Pennsylvanian and is most commonly occurs in shoestring sand intervals 
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(Thorman and Hibpshman, 1979). Early Pennsylvanian Series, the Morrowan and Atokan, are 
absent in Osage County due to the Pennsylvanian-Mississippian unconformity. The 
Pennsylvanian strata present in Osage County are rocks of Middle and Upper Pennsylvanian age 
and are divided into three series: the Desmoinian, Missourian, and Virgilian (Figure 13). 
4.2.1  Pennsylvanian Sequence Stratigraphy 
 Looking at sea-level paleo-cyclicity maps for the Paleozoic Era, it is evident that the 
Pennsylvanian System lays entirely within the Lower Absaroka I megasequence (Figure 15). The 
Lower Absaroka I sequence is composed of one full transgressive-regressive 2nd order cycle and 
three full 3rd order cycles. The Early Pennsylvanian consists of a full 3rd order cycle. Another full 
3rd order transgressive-regressive cycle takes place during the Atokan and Desmoinesian in the 
Middle Pennsylvanian. The Late Pennsylvanian features a 1st order maximum flooding interval 
that represents the transition from a transgressive systems tract to a highstand systems tract. 
Because the sediments become trapped near-shore, starving the distal environments, the 
maximum flooding interval is characterized by slow rates of deposition. This flooding interval 
marks the transition from a retrogradational parasequence set to an aggradational-progradatinoal 
parasequence set. Because of this transition, prograding clinoforms from the overlying highstand 
systems tract typically downlap on top of this flooding interval. The highstand systems tract 
ultimately transitions into a falling stage systems tract towards the end of the Late Pennsylvanian 
and a low stand systems tract in the Early Permian. The end of this regression in the Early 
Permian marks the end of the Lower Absaroka I megasequence. 
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Figure 15: Global Pennsylvanian Cyclicity (modified from Lowell Waite, Pioneer Natural 
Resources, Dallas, Texas, 2002 version, compiled from various sources). Time of interest 
outlined with red box.  
4.2.2  Desmoinesian Series 
 In western Osage County, the Desmoinesian Series is considered Middle Pennsylvanian 
in age, roughly 305-311 Ma, and is divided into two groups: the Cherokee and the younger 
Marmaton (Liner et al., 2013). The Desmoinesian rests atop the eroded rocks of the 
Mississippian. During this time, the seas were advancing and retreating with maximum 
sedimentation taking place predominately south of Osage County in the Arkoma Basin (Thorman 
and Hibpshman, 1979). The Cherokee Platform was a depositional shelf during the Middle 
Pennsylvanian, while the basin was a depositional sink (Krumme, 1981). Figure 16 depicts the 
regional depositional environment for Oklahoma during the Early Desmoinesian as a marine-
continental environment featuring alternating sandstone and shale facies for the study area 
(represented by red star). The Cherokee and Marmaton Groups are predominately packages of 
sandstones and limestones with some interbedded shales.   
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Figure 16: Paleogeographic map for central and western Oklahoma during the Early 
Desmoinesian (modified from Johnson, 1989). The red star represents the research area for this 
study. Sediment deposition during this time was predominately marine-continental sandstone and 
shales. 
4.2.2.1  Cherokee Group 
 The older Cherokee Group represents the Middle Pennsylvanian in Osage County. The 
Middle Pennsylvanian is characteristic of thicker packages of strata that result from increased 
neighboring tectonic activity surrounding the Mid-Continent (Johnson et al., 2000).  In the study 
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area, the Cherokee Group consists of the Red Fork sandstone, Pink limestone, Skinner sandstone, 
and Verdigris limestone members.  
 The Red Fork sandstone member is widely distributed across most of Oklahoma. 
Regionally, the Red Fork represents fluvial and deltaic channels that are due to a steady sea level 
rise across the Mid-Continent (Shelton, 1996). This member is a common reservoir rock in 
western Osage County typically yielding small reserves (Bass et al., 1942).  
 In western Osage County, the Red Fork sandstone has gamma ray values between 35-95 
API units (Figure 17). Photoelectric effect (PE) values sit around 2 barns/electron and neutron 
and density porosity logs display sandy signatures. Description of the Red Fork in mudlogs is 
gray and brown sandstones with shows of fluorescence and odor, indicating the presence of 
possible hydrocarbons. In the study area, the thickness of the Red Fork member averages 
approximately 150 feet, trends north and dips west (Figure 18). Regionally, the Red Fork was 
deposited during highstands in a riverine delta system (Visher, 1996). 
 In western Osage County, overlying the Red Fork is the Pink Limestone member. The 
Pink limestone is approximately 25 feet thick and is described in mudlogs as being a dark gray to 
brown limestone (Figure 17). The Skinner member is described in mudlogs as a thin gray 
sandstone unit. The overlying Verdigris limestone and Prue shale cap the Cherokee Group. The 
Verdigris is 30 feet thick and is described as being a brittle brown limestone. The Prue is defined 
as gray shale with sporadic interbedded sands averaging around 60 feet in thickness. This 
package represents deposition during transgressive conditions with higher frequency sea-level 
fluctuations coexisting, resulting in the interbedded shales within the larger limestones.  
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Figure 17: Typical mudlog descriptions and gamma ray curve for the Cherokee Group in the 
study area. 
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Figure 18: Red Fork isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 2 feet. The general 
trend seen here is that the thickest part of the section is to the south and that the unit thins to the 
north. The thickest part of the Red Fork tops out at 160 feet and the thinnest at 122 feet. 
4.2.2.2 Marmaton Group 
 The younger Marmaton is Middle Pennsylvanian in age and features thin carbonate 
cycles representing carbonate supratidal, intertidal, subtidal, shallow-marine, and shelf-break 
depositional environments (Johnson et al., 2000). In northern Oklahoma, these carbonate cycles 
are commonly limestone banks; however, to the south, rocks of the same age can be sand and 
shale facies (Krumme, 1981). In western Osage County, the Marmaton Group consists of 4 
members: the Oswego limestone, Labette shale, Big Lime, and Cleveland sands. 
 Regionally, the Oswego Limestone member is a carbonate bank serving as the basal 
Marmaton. It was deposited during a transgressive systems tract and is seen consistently 
throughout the study area. 
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 In western Osage County, the Oswego is regularly seen in wireline data due to its unique 
carbonate character. In gamma ray logs, the Oswego has values 20-45 API units (Figure 19).  
Photoelectric values average 5 barns/electron and mudlogs describe this member as being a flaky 
tan to gray colored limestone. In the study area, the dip of the Oswego is to the west–northwest. 
The average thickness is approximately 205 feet with the thickest of the Oswego being in the 
south portion of the Osage County (Figure 20). 
 Overlying the Oswego is the Labette member. The Labette is a shale unit separating the 
Oswego and Big Lime carbonate banks. In parts of northern Oklahoma, the Labette contains 
channel filling small sand lenses known as the Peru Sand (Bass, 1942; Oakes, 1952); however, 
these sand lenses are absent in the study area.  
 The Labette is easily seen in wireline, as it is the shale member separating the significant 
limestone packages (Figure 19). Gamma ray values average 115 API units and photoelectric 
values average 3 barns/electron. Neutron and density porosity logs show high separation 
exhibiting typical shale character. In the study area, the average thickness of the Labette is 
roughly 35 feet (Figure 21). 
 The Big Lime member overlies the Labette and is the second large carbonate bank 
making up the Marmaton Group (Visher, 1996). The Big Lime is a very persistent member and 
can be found in the subsurface data throughout much of Oklahoma. The upper 25-50 feet of the 
Big Lime is a known reservoir rock in Oklahoma, yielding both oil and gas (Bass, 1942). Oakes 
(1952) classifies the Big Lime as having three distinct zones: a lower limestone zone, a 
calcareous shale-limestone zone, and an upper limestone zone.  
 In the study area, the Big Lime is easily recognizable in wireline data. It overlies the large 
Oswego carbonate package and is separated by the thin Labette shale member. Gamma ray 
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values for the Big Lime average 30 API units and photoelectric values fluctuate between 4 and 5 
barns/electron. Looking at Figure 19, the Big Lime is described in mudlogs as being a brittle, tan 
to light brown colored limestone with shows of fluorescence. It is also clear in Figure 19 that the 
Big Lime is composed of distinct carbonate zones featuring a middle zone with interbedded 
shales and limestones. In the study area, the Big Lime dips to the west and strikes to the north-
northeast. The thickness of the Big Lime in western Osage County ranges from 90-120 feet and 
has an average thickness of approximately 100 feet (Figure 22).   
 Overlying the Big Lime are the Cleveland sands. The Cleveland member represents the 
top of the Desmoinesian Series and the base of the Missourian Series. The Cleveland represents 
transgressive clastic channel-fill facies overlying the highstands Big Lime interval. Visher (1996) 
characterizes the Cleveland member delta type as being riverine-fan. Oakes (1952) describes the 
Cleveland as regionally consisting of three zones: a lower and upper sandy zone and a middle 
shale-coal zone. The coal zone is absent from the study area.  
 In the study area, the Cleveland features inconsistent gamma ray values between 80-130 
API units and has photoelectric values between 2.5-3 barns/electron (Figure 19). Neutron and 
density porosity curves indicate shale facies with interbedded sands. Mudlogs in the study area 
commonly refer to the Cleveland as predominately being gray shale with interbedded sandstones. 
The local dip of the Cleveland is to the northwest and an average thickness in the study area for 
the Cleveland is 90 feet with the thickest Cleveland being on the western flank of the study area 
(Figure 23).  
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Figure 19: Typical mudlog descriptions and gamma ray curve for the Marmaton Group in the 
study area. 
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Figure 20: Oswego isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 1 foot. The thickest 
part of the unit is found in the south at 215 feet. The section thins to the north reaching 191 feet. 
 
 
Figure 21: Labette isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 1 foot. The thickest 
part of the section is found in the northeast at 42 feet and the thinnest to the south at 19 feet. 
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Figure 22: Big Lime isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 1 foot. The 
thickest section is found in the south-south east at 116 feet and the thinnest in the northeast at 88 
feet. 
 
 
Figure 23: Cleveland isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 2 feet. The 
thickest part of the Cleveland is found in the west at 118 feet and the thinnest in the east at 64 
feet. 
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4.2.3  Missourian Series 
 Overlying the Desmoinesian is the Missourian Series. The Missourian is composed of 
two formations, the Skiatook and the younger Ochelata (Liner et al., 2013).  The age of the 
Missourian Series is approximately 300-305 Ma (Visher, 1996) and is considered the beginning 
of the Late Pennsylvanian. Major tectonic events active during the Missourian were the Arbuckle 
and Wichita-Amarillo Uplifts (Johnson et al., 2001). Deformation and uplift of the Ouachitas 
occurred during the Desmoinesian and the first evidence up on the Cherokee Platform of the rise 
of the Ouachitas is seen in Missourian strata (Johnson, 1989). In the study area, the depositional 
environment for the Late Missourian is marine-continental featuring sandstone and shale facies 
(Figure 24).  
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Figure 24: Paleogeographic map for central and western Oklahoma during the Late Missourian 
(modified from Johnson, 1989). The red star represents the research area for this study. Sediment 
deposition during this time was predominately marine-continental sandstone and shales. 
4.2.3.1  Skiatook Group 
 The Skiatook Group forms the basal Missourian and predominately consists of 
sandstones and limestones with sporadic interbedded shales. In western Osage County, the 
Skiatook exhibits the common Pennsylvanian cyclothem pattern of fluctuating sea level and thin 
alternating facies. Regionally, the Cleveland sands transition into the Skiatook and represent the 
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basal Skiatook. In the Skiatook, the Cleveland represents clastic sequences overlying the 
highstands of the Big Lime. The other members making up the Skiatook include: the 
Checkerboard limestone, Layton sandstone, and the Hogshooter limestone. 
 The Checkerboard limestone member overlies the Cleveland sands and is one of the most 
persistent beds in northern Oklahoma (Krumme, 1981). Due to the consistent nature of the 
Checkerboard, this limestone member represents a period of clear waters with uniform depths, 
after a maximum flooding event occurred across the Cherokee Platform. 
 In the study area, gamma ray values for the Checkerboard limestone average between 30-
60 API units with interbedded shales reaching values in excess of 235 API units. Photoelectric 
values for the Checkerboard average 5 barns/electron. The mudlog used in this study describes 
the Checkerboard as a buff-tan colored limestone with fluorescence shows and interbedded 
shales (Figure 25). In western Osage County, the Checkerboard dips to the West and has an 
average thickness of 70 feet (Figure 26). 
 The Layton member overlies the Checkerboard limestone and is primarily composed of 
shale and sandstone from highstand conditions following the transgressive conditions of the 
Checkerboard limestone. Visher (1996) classifies the Layton as riverine deltaic sandstone 
sequences in northern Oklahoma. 
 In wireline data from western Osage County, the Layton alternates between shale and 
sandstone. Gamma ray values for the sandstone packages average 45 API units and photoelectric 
values hoover around 2-2.5 barns/electron. The larger shale packages have gamma ray values 
most commonly between 120-150 API units and PE values of around 3 barns/electron (Figure 
25). The maximum flooding event of the Checkerboard can be identified by the high gamma ray 
spike at the boundary between the Checkerboard and Layton members (Figure 25). The Layton 
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represents progradation during highstand conditions. This is recognized by the coarsening 
upward sequence on the gamma ray curve, following the maximum flooding event atop the 
Checkerboard. In western Osage County, the Layton dips to the west and has an average 
thickness of roughly 230 feet. The thickest section of the Layton can be found in the south-
southeast portion of the study area at around 260 feet (Figure 27). A mudlog from Well B 
describes the Layton sands as being white to gray, well-sorted sandstones and the shales as being 
dark gray to black in color with micro-micas (Figure 25). 
 Presence of the Hogshooter varied in the study area and because of this inconsistency, it 
was only briefly examined. If present, the Hogshooter represents the top member of the Skiatook 
Group with gamma ray values fluctuating between 35-70 API units and photoelectric values 
around 4.5 barns/electron. These values, in addition to characters of density and neutron porosity 
curves, indicated the Hogshooter to be a limestone with interbedded shales during a transgressive 
systems tract.  
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Figure 25: Typical mudlog descriptions and gamma ray curve for the Skiatook Group in the 
study area. 
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Figure 26: Checkerboard isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 1 foot. The 
thickest part of the unit is found in the eastern portion of the study area and reaches a maximum 
thickness of 82 feet. The thinnest part is found in the northwest and reaches a thickness of 34 
feet. 
 
 
Figure 27: Layton Isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 5 feet. The thickest 
part of the unit is found in the southeast at 255 feet and the thinnest in the northwest at 205 feet. 
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4.2.3.2  Ochelata Group 
 The overlying Ochelata Group is Upper Missourian in age, approximately 300 Ma, and 
outcrops at the surface throughout many areas in Osage County. In western Osage County, the 
Ochelata is composed of four members: the Osage Layton sandstone, Avant limestone, Perry 
Gas sandstone, and Okesa sands. According to Johnson (1989), tectonic activity was occurring 
south of Osage County as the Wichita and Arbuckle Uplifts, as well as active sedimentation from 
the Ouachita orogeny to the southeast. These events contributed to marine and continental 
Ochelata sedimentation throughout northern Oklahoma. 
The Osage Layton sands are sometimes referred to as the Cottage Grove sands. These 
sediments represent the shift from highstand to transgression capped off by a maximum flooding 
event. Bass (1942) describes the Osage Layton as being a sequence of sandstones and shales with 
some interbedded limestones. Oil and gas has been recovered from lower portions of the Osage 
Layton in northern Oklahoma; however, there has been very little petroleum recovered from 
these beds in Osage County. 
 In wireline data from the study area, the Osage Layton is easily recognizable. On gamma 
ray curves, it has API units around 30-60 for the sand beds and 90-150 for the interbedded shale 
units. The gamma ray curve in Figure 28 shows the boundary between the Osage Layton and the 
overlying Avant shale with API units of 195. This shale represents the capping of a transgression 
by a maximum flooding surface. Photoelectric values range from 2-2.5 barns/electron for the 
sands and 3-3.5 barns/electron for the shales. A mudlog from Well B characterizes the Osage 
Layton as being off-white colored, well-sorted sandstones with medium to coarse sized grains, 
and interbedded shales. The mudlog also notes the absence of fluorescence and odor in the lower 
section of the Osage Layton (Figure 28). In the study area, the dip of the Osage Layton is to the 
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west-northwest and the average thickness is 240 feet (Figure 29). The thickest Osage Layton is 
found to the southeast of the study area at 260 feet and the thinnest in the northwest at 205 feet. 
Overlying the Osage Layton is the Avant limestone. In western Osage County, the Avant 
represents sediments deposited during highstand conditions. The Avant is predominately shale 
with the presence of sands and limestone in the Upper Avant. 
In the study area, the Avant has gamma ray values ranging from 35-135 API units. The 
average gamma ray values for the Avant are 110 API units, indicating shale. Looking at Figure 
28 a coarsening upward character is recognized by the gamma ray curve through the Avant. This 
character signifies a prograding sediment sequence during highstand conditions. The 
photoelectric effect values average 3 barns/electron; however, the limestone sequences average 
4.5 barns/electron (Figure 28). Neutron and density porosity curves indicate shale with 
interbedded sands and limestone capping the Upper Avant. Mudlog descriptions classify the 
Avant as being a medium to light gray shale with brachiopod trace fossils. Cream-colored 
limestones and sandstones are described in the Upper Avant. In the study area, the dip of the 
Avant is to the northwest. The average thickness of the Avant is 250 feet with the thickest part of 
the section being in the southeast portion of the study area (Figure 30). This indicates that 
sedimentation took place toward the northwest, along dip. 
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Figure 28: Typical mudlog descriptions and gamma ray curve for the Ochelata Group in the 
study area. 
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Figure 29: Osage Layton isopach map for the study area with a 5-foot contour interval. The 
thickest section of Osage Layton is found in the south with a maximum thickness of 275 feet. 
The thinnest Osage Layton is found in the north at 140 feet. 
 
 
Figure 30: Avant isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 5 feet. The Avant is 
thickest in the southeast at 275 feet and thinnest in the northwest at 205 feet. 
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4.2.4  Virgilian Series 
 The Virgilian Series is the youngest Pennsylvanian strata found in Osage County, and is 
considered Late Pennsylvanian. The Virgilian overlies the Ochelata Group of the Missourian 
Series and is composed of three groups: the Douglas, Shawnee, and Wabaunsee. Virgilian aged 
strata outcrops at the surface in the study area; however, a lack of material in wireline and 
literature for western Osage County made Virgilian subsurface stratigraphic interpretation 
difficult. Johnson (1989) states that the Ouachitas continued to supply sediments to areas north 
and east of the Anadarko Basin during the Virgilian. Figure 31 shows western Osage County 
during the Late Virgilian as being a mixed marine and continental depositional environment with 
interchanging marine and fluvial-deltaic sequences. In the study area, the Virgilian is composed 
of alternating continental-marine limestone, shale, and sandstone facies.  
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Figure 31: Paleogeographic map for central and western Oklahoma during the Late Virgilian 
(modified from Johnson, 1989). The red star represents the research area for this study. Sediment 
deposition during this time was predominately sequences of alternating continental and marine 
shale and sandstones with sporadic carbonate facies. 
4.2.4.1  Douglas Group 
 The Douglas is the oldest Virgilian Group and overlies the youngest formation in the 
Missourian Series. The Douglas is a relatively thin formation consisting of alternating shales and 
sandstones with interbedded limestones. These sediments represent fluvial-deltaic depositional 
environments, indicating that the basins to the south were at maximum capacity and 
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sedimentation was sourced from nearby uplifts (Johnson et al., 2001). The Douglass Group 
consists of four members: the Tonkawa, Haskell, Lovell, and Endicott. 
 The Tonkawa marks the change from Late Missourian to Early Virgilian aged strata. The 
Tonkawa is a fluvial-deltaic reservoir rock throughout Central and western Oklahoma. These 
clastics have been producing oil and gas for over 90 years. Regionally, anticlines associated with 
basement-rooted faults have been common hydrocarbon traps in the Tonkawa (Campbell, 1997).  
 In the study area, the Tonkawa was consistent in wireline data as shale and sand with 
interbedded limestones. Gamma ray values averaged between 35-50 API units for the sand units 
and 75-120 for the more organic shales (Figure 32). These alternating clastics and muds 
represent a fluctuating shoreline across the study area during high stand conditions. Photoelectric 
values for the sands averaged 2-3 barns/electron and a mudlog description from Well B  
characterized the Tonkawa as being a white to light gray, well-sorted, sandstone with 
interbedded gray brittle shale. In the study area, the dip of the Tonkawa is to the northwest and 
the thickness averages 190 feet (Figure 33).  
 Overlying the fluvial-deltaic Tonkawa sediments are the Haskell, Lovell, and Endicott 
members. Directly overlying the Tonkawa sands is the Haskell carbonate member deposited 
during transgression in the study area and topped by a maximum flooding interval. The Lovell is 
a sand member deposited during high stands atop the Haskell. Interpretation of the Haskell and 
Lovell were uncertain so they were treated as part of the overlying Endicott in wireline studies. 
 Overlying the Lovell is the Endicott member; the Endicott was deposited in high stands 
like the underlying Lovell. The complete Endicott member is primarily in the Shawnee Group; 
however, the Early Endicott sediments are Late Douglass age. Sequences of fluvial and deltaic 
sandstones and shales make up the Endicott. 
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 In wireline data from the study area, the Endicott has gamma ray values around 30 API 
units for the sands and 105 API units for the shales. PE values fluctuate between 2-3.5 
barns/electron depending on being a clastic or mud rich unit. The Well B mudlog describes the 
shales as being gray to greenish gray in color and the sandstones as being gray to tan in color 
with well sorted quartz grains (Figure 32).  
 
Figure 32: Typical mudlog descriptions and gamma ray curve for the Douglas Group in the study 
area. 
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Figure 33: Tonkawa isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 5 feet. The 
Tonkawa is thickest in the southeast at 260 feet and thinnest in the northwest at 110 feet. 
4.2.4.2  Shawnee Group 
 Overlying the Douglas is the Shawnee Group. Shawnee members outcrop sporadically 
throughout western Osage County and consist of sandstone, shale, and limestone sequences 
(Beckwith, 1928).  Multiple sandstones found within the Douglas and Shawnee Groups are 
believed to be of fluvial-deltaic origin and are targeted oil and gas reservoirs in northern 
Oklahoam (Beckwith, 1928). In western Osage County, the Shawnee consists of the Endicott, 
Oread, Carmichael, Elgin, Hoover, and Pawhuska members. There is little literature for the 
Shawnee Group in Osage County, making interpretation of these sequences in the study area 
difficult.  
 The Endicott was previously mentioned as being a part of the Douglas and Shawnee 
Groups. Overlying the Endicott is the Oread limestone. In the study area, the Oread features 
limestone with interbedded shales. Gamma ray values for the Oread fluctuate between 35-105 
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API units. The limestones were described in the Well B mudlog as being light gray-to-gray 
brown in color (Figure 34). These limestones represent transgressive conditions in the study area. 
The Carmichael overlies the Oread and is a thin sandstone shale unit with interbedded 
limestones. The mudlog used in this study describes the Carmichael section as being gray 
colored sandstones with gray interbedded shales (Figure 34). The sands and shales of the 
Carmichael represent small shoreline fluctuations resulting in prograding clastic and mud rich 
sequences atop the carbonates produced in the Oread. 
 Overlying the Carmichael is the Elgin member. In the study area, the Elgin is a thick 
sandstone package with thin interbedded shales. Johnson (1989) defines these sands as being 
from a fluvial-deltaic depositional environment. 
 In the study area, gamma ray values for the Elgin average 35 API units, indicating sand. 
The thin interbedded shales have gamma ray values in excess of 90 API units. Photoelectric 
values for the Elgin clastics average 2-2.5 barns/electron. The Well B mudlog describes the Elgin 
as gray colored sandstones with well-sorted quartz grains and thin interbedded brittle shale units 
(Figure 34). The dip of the Elgin is to the northwest and the average thickness is 150 feet with 
the thickest part of the section being in the south-southwest part of the study area (Figure 35). 
 The final member of the Shawnee Group is the Pawhuska member. Regionally, the 
Pawhuska features multiple limestone members separated by shales (Beckwith, 1928). These 
carbonates were produced during transgressive settings with slight falls in sea-level taking place 
during Late Shawnee time.  
 In the study area, the Pawhuska member includes 3 or 4 limestone packages with 
interbedded shales. Because of this unique characteristic, it is easy to identify in wireline data. 
Gamma ray values for the Pawhuska limestones ranged form 15-45 API units and the 
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photoelectric values were consistently between 4-5 barns/electron. The mudlog described the 
Pawhuska as a brown to white colored limestones with interbedded dark gray shale featuring 
some trace fossils (Figure 34). In the study area, the Pawhuska dips to the west-northwest and 
has an average thickness of 160 feet (Figure 36). The thickest section of the Pawhuska is found 
in the northeast region of the study area, indicating that deposition was along strike. 
 
Figure 34: Typical mudlog descriptions and gamma ray curve for the Shawnee Group in the 
study area. 
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Figure 35: Elgin isopach map for the study area with a contour interval of 5 feet. The Elgin is 
thickest in the south-southwest portion of the study area at 185 feet and thinnest to the north-
northeast at 75 feet. 
 
 
Figure 36: Pawhuska isopach map for the study area with a counter interval of 25 feet. The 
thickest section of the Pawhuska is found in the northeast at 325 feet and the thinnest in the 
southwest at 50 feet. 
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4.2.4.3  Wabaunsee Group 
The Wabaunsee Group overlies the Shawnee Group and makes up the youngest 
sediments in the Virgilian Series. It is believed that the Wabaunsee outcrops in areas throughout 
western Osage County; however, the lack of literature on the Virgilian and the absence of 
outcrop work in the study area combine to leave much uncertainty. The facies of the Wabaunsee 
are predominately fluvial and deltaic clastics sourced from the south-southeast (Johnson, 1989). 
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5.  PENNSYLVANIAN CLINOFORMS 
 Due to a combination of the study area Pennsylvanian paleogeography, high order 
fluctuations in sea level, and the presence of a nearby sediment source, clinoforms developed and 
are recognizable in seismic data in Osage County.  
 According to Steel and Olsen (2002), clinoforms represent transgressive to regressive 
sequences in stratigraphic successions. Today, the term clinoform refers to accretionary units that 
have built out from shallow areas to deeper water settings featuring a basinward sediment-fining 
pattern. The common components of clinoforms include topsets, foresets, and bottomsets (Figure 
37) (Mitchum et al., 1977).  The gentle dipping topset is commonly dominated by a shallow-
marine platform. Depositional systems that may be developed within the topsets include: shelf, 
marginal marine (shore zone/deltaic or carbonates), and coastal plain to fluvial.. Given their low 
relief, top set platforms may be sites of subaerial exposure and sediment bypass to the slope and 
basin during periods of relative sea level lowstand. The foreset refers to the steepest and central 
area. The point where the topset transitions into the much steeper foreset is called the shelf-slope 
break (Steel and Olsen, 2002). The bottomset refers to the area at the bottom of the slope, the 
most basinward part of the setting and typically away from coarse-grained sedimentation. The 
scale of “clinoforms” ranges from ripple migration to continental margin progradation. The 
average sizes of these features vary greatly from tens of meters to several hundreds of meters 
(Patruno et al., 2015). Two of the most common types of prograding clinoforms are shelf-margin 
and delta, differing in depositional setting, scale, and dip (Johannessen and Steel, 2005). 
Evaluation of clinoform scale provides insight into regional subsidence, sediment supplies, and 
eustatic changes (Figure 38). 
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 In western Osage County, large-scale progradatinoal clinoforms can be observed in 
seismic data (Figures 39 & 40). After interpreting the subsurface with wireline data, a seismic 
interpretation was conducted to help better understand the Pennsylvanian System. The purpose 
of this seismic interpretation was to investigate observed clinoforms and calibrate to results from 
the wireline study. 
 
Figure 37: Major components of clinoforms (modified from Steel, 2002). The stacking of shelf 
deposits is called topsets, slope deposits are called foresets, and deposits on the basin floor are 
called bottomsets. 
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Figure 38: Idealized cross section of analog deltaic and shelf-edge scale clinoforms. 
Characteristics of each type are listed (modified from Patruno et al., 2015). 
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Figure 39: Uninterpreted crossline 10140 from the Gray Horse seismic survey. 
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Figure 40: Interpreted crossline 10140 from the Gray Horse seismic survey showing multiple 
Pennsylvanian horizons. The orange horizon represents the top of the Mississippian and 
everything above represents the Pennsylvanian. 
 
5.1  Procedure 
 Using data from Benson (2014), the location of the Pennsylvanian-Mississippian 
unconformity in these seismic surveys was known. This allowed for an understanding of the 
boundary between the Pennsylvanian and Mississippian Systems in seismic data. An 
uninterpreted example of crossline 10140 from the Gray Horse survey is in Figure 39. An 
interval of every 10 crosslines in Gray Horse was used for picking seeds on individual events 
through the volume. Horizons were then created from the seed picks collected on those 
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individual events. Figure 40 shows Pennsylvanian horizons created in the Gray Horse seismic 
survey in relation to the top of the Mississippian (deepest orange event). 
 After tracking the Pennsylvanian horizons, it became evident that these reflectors 
possessed different characteristics. Between Pennsylvanian reflectors, intervals were separated 
into packages of similar reflection character and amplitude and then numbered 1-5, from oldest 
to youngest (Figure 41). Package 1 features high seismic amplitudes and a continuous reflection 
character. Package 2 exhibits much lower seismic amplitudes with a continuous reflection 
character. Package 3 features variable seismic amplitudes and an oblique reflection character. 
Package 4 is similar to package 2, featuring low seismic amplitudes and a somewhat continuous 
reflection character. Lastly, package 5 resembles package 1 as it features high amplitude seismic 
amplitudes and predominately continuous reflection character. 
 Package 3 contains the subsurface Pennsylvanian clinoforms that are the main focus of 
this thesis.  
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Figure 41: Crossline 10140 showing subsurface Pennsylvanian System divided into 5 packages 
based on similar reflection character and amplitude. 
5.2  Age of Clinoforms 
 After identifying the subsurface clinoforms in the seismic data, the objective was to 
determine an approximate age for these depositional features. The first attempt at tying these 
clinoforms to the stratigraphic record was created by using a velocity log.  
 The digital velocity log was taken from the Shaw 1A-8 well in section 8 of township 
27N-7E (Figure 42). This well lies approximately 16 miles north of the Wild Creek and Gray 
Horse seismic surveys (Figure 10). The velocity log was used to calculate an approximate depth 
to the bottom of the clinoforms. This was accomplished with the equation (Liner, 2004):  
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𝑍clinoform = 𝑉avg. ∗ 𝛥!2 = 12,200𝑓𝑡/𝑠 ∗ 0.35𝑠2 = 2,135  𝑓𝑡 
Where Zclinoform is the average depth to the bottom of package 3, or the clinoform interval. Vavg 
represents the average velocity, estimated from the Shaw 1A-8 velocity log, to the bottom of the 
approximate clinoform interval. Lastly, 𝛥! symbolizes the two-way time in seconds to the 
bottom of package 3. These calculations were done in the northern end of in the Gray Horse 
seismic survey since this area was nearest the Shaw 1A-8 well.  
 Knowing the approximate depth to the bottom of the clinoform package, it was 
appropriate to carry that depth over to the Shaw 1A-8 mudlog. Translating this depth to the 
mudlog indicated the formation and member at the base of the clinoform interval. Correlation 
with the mudlog indicated that the base of the clinoforms falls within the Ochelata Group and 
more particularly, the Cottage Grove (Osage Layton) member. This defined the clinoform 
package within the overlying Avant member of the Ochelata Group. This value for an 
approximate depth to the bottom of the clinoform interval is solely an approximation due to the 
fact the components used for calculating the depth value were taken from locations roughly 16 
miles apart, and that the actual depth should show variability throughout western Osage County. 
 After using the velocity log to tie the Pennsylvanian clinoforms to the stratigraphic 
record, a digital sonic log was used from Well A. Well A lies roughly 2.5 miles from the seismic 
surveys (Figure 10). The sonic log was used to create an interactive time-depth curve in 
PowerPoint. This process was conducted to further validate the results from the Shaw 1A-8 
velocity log, and ultimately assign an approximate age to the subsurface clinoforms.  
 The time-depth curve was constructed with the understanding that the Mississippian top 
was at approximately 585 milliseconds, extracted from crossline 11596 of the Wild Creek 
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seismic survey. This time was taken from the closest possible Mississippian position within the 
survey to Well A. After assuming that the top of the Mississippian was at 585 milliseconds in the 
sonic log, the log was integrated and reflection time to top of the logged interal was adjusted to 
get the Mississippian at 585 milliseconds (observed in the seismic data as a characteristic 
unconformity). Plotting two-way time vs. measured depth produced the time-depth curve (Figure 
43).  
 Well A was used to assign seismic reflection times to Middle Pennsylvanian formation 
tops reported in the Well A mudlog. This mudlog ran from the top of the Des Moinesian to the 
Mississippian. Overlying Pennsylvanian members were picked from the gamma ray curve on the 
sonic log, with help from nearby type logs (Figure 10). Table 2 highlights each Pennsylvanian 
member picked along with the associated depths and two-way times for those individual 
members.  
 After compiling depths and times for each subsurface Pennsylvanian member, this 
information was translated over to the seismic data. This step bridged the gap of uncertainty 
between the seismic horizons and the formation tops. Figure 44 shows crossline 10140 correlated 
to formation tops using the Well A time-depth curve. Further looking at Figure 44, one can see 
that the Pennsylvanian System seismic data for the Wild Creek and Gray Horse surveys is now 
tied to the stratigraphic record. This includes the clinoform interval within seismic package 3.  
 Using the time to the top of the Avant, from Table 2, Figure 44 indicates that the 
clinoforms are tied to the Avant member of the Ochelata Group. These findings match estimates 
from the Shaw 1A-8 velocity log.   
 Using velocity log and sonic log time-depth data, the seismically-observed Pennsylvanian 
clinoforms have been tied to the local stratigraphic record. Both techniques gave the same result: 
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the clinoforms correlate to the Upper Missourian Series, Ochelata Group, and the Avant member. 
Therefore, an absolute time age for these Pennsylvanian clinoforms would be equivalent to a 
general absolute age of the Avant member, which Visher (1996) gives as approximately 300-305 
Ma.  
 
Figure 42: Velocity log from Shaw 1A-8 well. Blue polygon represents area used to estimate the 
average velocity to the bottom of the clinoform interval. 
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Figure 43: Time-depth curve produced with sonic log from Well A. 
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Table 2: Table highlighting each Pennsylvanian member picked along with the associated depths 
and two-way times for those individual members. Extrapolated from time-depth curve. 
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Figure 44: Crossline 10140 showing the locations of the tops of some Pennsylvanian members in 
the seismic data. Data extrapolated from Table 2.   
5.3  Pennsylvanian Clinoforms Characteristics 
5.3.1  Seismic 
 After tying these subsurface large-scale depositional features in western Osage County, 
Oklahoma to the stratigraphic record, an attempt was made to provide supporting evidence that 
these features are large-scale clinoforms. After identifying seismic package 3 (Figure 41) as the 
Avant member (300-305 Ma) seismic and wireline interpretation techniques were used to aid in 
identifying these features as subsurface clinoforms.  
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 Multiple Pennsylvanian horizons were created earlier in this study, including horizons in 
the interval of interest (Figure 45). Interpreting these seismic horizons in the clinoform package 
allowed for further investigations into these features. This study will look in-depth at one 
particular horizon within package 3. This horizon is a positive event from the Gray Horse 
seismic survey and will be referred to as clinoform horizon 1 (Figure 45). Clinoform horizon 1 
was tracked in OpendTect with the following settings: volume tracking mode, migrated 
amplitude data input, maximum event type, search window (-6,6) ms, relative difference 
threshold type, stop if tracking fails, and similarity test on with compare window of (-6,6) ms 
and 0.6 similarity threshold (Figure 46).  This event displays fairly consistent seismic amplitudes 
while simultaneously representing the average horizon character found throughout package 3 of 
the entire Gray Horse seismic survey. 
 Figure 47 displays maps generated for clinoform horizon 1 (CH1) . The CH1 time-
structure map (Figure 47A) shows cool colors representing deeper sections (greater two-way 
time) and warm colors shallow (smaller two-way time). Clinoform horizon 1 deepens to the 
west-northwest and thickens to the southeast.  
The CH1 amplitude map (Figure 47B) highlights amplitude changes that likely imply 
lithology or other rock property changes associated with the reflecting horizon. Hot colors 
represent positive amplitude, while cool colors are negative amplitude. Amplitude reponse is 
driven by acoustic impedance contrast across the reflecting interface (Liner, 2004). Thus, strong 
positive horizon amplitude corresponds to large impedance increase and strong negative 
amplitude to large impedance decrease. Commonly, carbonates are high impedance rocks 
whereas shales feature relatively low impedance. Sandstone impedance generally falls between 
shales and carbonate values, with typical velocity and density slightly less than carbonates but 
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greater than shales. Looking at the amplitude map of clinoform horizon 1, the cool colors 
represent areas of small impedance contrast between overlying Penn. shale and the mixed 
clastics and muds of the Avant member. Extrapolating amplitude variations to lateral impedance 
changes, I interpret the hot amplitude event trending southwest to northeast, to represent the 
clinoform foreset. The forset facies should be tight sands-shales, and therefore have higher 
impedance, than adjacent facies. 
CH1 seismic energy is shown in Figure 47C (red) semi-transparent and co-rendered with 
the amplitude map in grayscale. The energy was computed as the sum of amplitude squared over 
a 10 ms window centered on the horizon (Figure 48A). Energy is often useful to visualize 
amplitude hot spots independent of reflection polarity. Maximum energy aligns with the facies of 
the high impedance area noted in the amplitude map, again indicating the mud-rich foreset area 
of the clinoform.  
The final CH1 map (Figure 47D) shows horizon similarity, also known as coherency 
(Bahorich and Farmer, 1995) computed with seismic amplitude as input, time gate of (-16,16) 
ms, extension in all directions, and stepout of one inline and crossline directions (Figure 48B). 
Horizon similarity helps identify subtle faults, and the figure indicates that faults are not present 
along CH1.  
 The maps produced of clinoform horizon 1, have helped interpret and better understand 
the Late Missourian subsurface clinoform package. It is evident that the event deepens to the 
west-northwest, thickens to the southeast, and is predominately shale rich with a northeast 
trending high impedance tight sand-shale facies believed to be the forset package of these 
clinoforms. The seismic energy for this event is found within the tight sands-shales and the 
similarity map shows an absence of faults within this event. 
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Figure 45: Crossline 10140 showing tracked horizons within the clinoform interval, package 3. 
The yellow horizon, labeled ‘Clinoform Horizon 1’, is the horizon that is investigated in detail in 
this study. 
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Figure 46: Parameters used for tracking Clinoform Horizon 1. 
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Figure 47: Maps generated from Clinoform Horizon 1. Map A is a time-structure map. Map B is 
an amplitude map. Map C is a seismic energy map and map D is a similarity map. 
 
 
Figure 48: Parameters for Clinoform Horizon 1 energy and similarity maps. 
5.3.2  Wireline 
After investigating the clinoforms in seismic data and identifying them as Avant in age, 
an investigation with wireline data was conducted to help better understand these depositional 
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features. Clinoforms possess unique characteristics that are identifiable in wireline data. One 
technique a gamma ray curve presents is the ability to identify changes in grain size amongst 
different lithologies. There are a wide variety of gamma ray geometries that represent the many 
grain size scenarios documented for different clinoform types. Figure 49 shows examples of 
gamma ray signatures common to different stratigraphic geometries. Also in figure 49 is a 
typical gamma ray curve for the Avant member from Well B. The green polygon represents the 
equivalent of the seismic interval of interest, package 3 of figure 41. Looking at the gamma ray 
signature for the Avant member, it is clear that the Avant features a coarsening upward response 
indicating a coarsening of grain sizes up-section. Comparing the Avant gamma ray response 
from Well B to the table of varying gamma ray responses, indicates that these clinoforms feature 
small scale aggrading character but overall are of the prograding type.  
Regionally, the Avant member deepens to the west-northwest (Figure 50). The trend of 
this structure map corresponds with the CH1 time-structure map shown in figure 47. An isopach 
map of the Avant member indicates that the Avant thins down dip, towards the west-northwest 
(Figure 30). This character of thinning down dip is fitting because deposition on clinoforms of 
this magnitude would occur in the down depositional dip direction with thining in a proximal to 
distal progression. Figure 51 is a stratigraphic cross-section throughout the study area flattened 
on the Osage Layton member at the base of the Avant member. The overlying Avant shows 
thinning towards the northwest of the study area.  
Referring back to the stratigraphy chapter on the Pennsylvanian System, the Avant 
member was described in a Well B mudlog as predominately being medium gray shale with 
sporadic brachiopod trace fossils. Thin interbedded sandstones were present in the upper portion 
of the Avant along with a limestone cap varying in thickness of up to 20 feet.   
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 In wireline data, the coarsening upward character of the Avant from shale, to sand 
and limestone further supports the interpretation that these clinoforms are of the prograding type. 
Underlying the Avant is the Osage Layton member. The Osage Layton features alternating sand 
and shale sequences. On the gamma ray curve, a hot shale signature marks the boundary between 
the Osage Layton and the Avant members. This signature represents the point at which the seas 
had advanced to their furthest point inland and is called a maximum flooding surface. Following 
this flooding event, deposition occurred at rates higher than the available space. The shales at the 
base of the Avant represent an outer shelf – slope environment. As progradation occurs, these 
depositional features advance down-dip, towards the northwest. During this process, slightly 
coarser sediment is deposited on top of these finer shales. This trend continues throughout the 
Avant section until progradation had advanced far enough that the sediment being deposited in 
the study area had shifted to a sand-influenced, coarse-grained nature. This mud-rich clastic 
facies indicates deposition along the shelf due to the ongoing progradational nature of these 
features. In the Well B mudlog, this transition to a shelf environment is represented as being thin 
interbedded sands near the top of the section.  
Following this, progradation stopped and sea level rose. As seas advanced to the 
southeast, sporadic carbonate production began to occur at the end of the Avant. Overlying the 
Avant are the Perry Gas and Okesa members. The boundary between the Avant and these clastic 
rich members is recognized on a gamma ray curve as a high spike indicating a hot shale. This 
represents another maximum flooding surface due to a rise in sea level and shoreline 
advancement to the southeast. Following this advancement, Perry Gas and Okesa deposition 
occurred. These sands and shales are of fluvial and deltaic origin, resulting from fluctuating 
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shorelines and represent the repeated cyclothem nature found throughout much of the 
Pennsylvanian System.  
 
Figure 49: Depositional system wireline motif examples (modified from Emery and Myers, 
1996) alongside Avant signature from Well B. The coarsening upward gamma ray signature 
from the Avant member indicates prograding nature. The green polygon on the curve from Well 
B represents the equivalent from seismic package 3 and the polygon on the analog motif 
represents the equivalent of what is seen in the Avant. 
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Figure 50: Avant structure map for the study area with a contour interval of 50 feet. The Avant 
deepens to the northwest. 
 
 
Figure 51: Local NW-SE stratigraphic cross-section of the Avant. The datum is the flattened 
underlying Osage Layton member. The green polygon represents the equivalent of package 3 
from the seismic data. 
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5.3.3  Additional Clinoform Specifics 
 To support the previous findings, additional tests were conducted to help identify these 
large-scale depositional features in western Osage County as being prograding clinoforms. 
Henriksen et al. (2009) states that clinoforms can vary in size from ripple migration to 
continental margins. Two of the most common types of clinoforms fall in between these extreme 
boundaries and are labeled deltaic-fluvial and shelf-edge. Measurements were taken to attempt to 
determine the scale of the clinoforms found in the study area of western Osage County to 
identify the clinoform type. 
 To determine the scale of the clinoform package, measurements were taken from wireline 
and seismic data. In wireline data, an interval was measured from the depth of the maximum 
flooding surface (separating the Osage Layton and overlying Avant) up to the carbonate 
packages found in the late Avant. This interval was represented on the gamma ray curve as the 
coarsening upward package in the Avant. Multiple logs from wells inside the seismic study area 
were measured. These measurements were typically between 250-350 feet. The wireline 
measurements indicate that the package of clinoforms has an average thickness of approximately 
260 feet. It is believed that these wireline results would be more accurate with better well control 
in the Gray Horse survey.  
 To test these results, measurements were taken in the seismic data to see if they were 
equivalent. Knowing that the Avant member dips to the northwest, measuring thickness on 
inlines and crosslines would yield partial results; therefore, an arbitrary line was created along 
the dip direction to generate accurate measurements. Figure 52 shows the arbitrary line that was 
used for the following measurements. The yellow horizon on the arbitrary line is CH1 and the 
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green polygon is highlighting seismic package 3. Measuring the thickness of the package 3 was 
accomplished using the equation (Liner, 2004): 
𝑍c   = 𝑉a ∗ 𝛥𝑇2 = 12,500𝑓𝑡/𝑠 ∗ 0.056𝑠2 = 350  𝑓𝑡 
Where 𝑍c is the thickness of seismic package 3, or clinoform thickness. Va represents the average 
velocity, estimated from the Shaw 1A-8 velocity log, through the clinoform interval. Lastly, 𝛥𝑇  symbolizes the difference in time between the top and bottom of the clinoform package. This 
variable changed for each measurement taken. The thickness of the clinoform package varied 
depending on the location being measured (Figure 53). Because the package thins to the 
northwest, 𝛥! would be less in the northwest in comparison to that in the southeast. The example 
used in the equation above is for the thickness of the clinoforms in the central portion of the 
arbitrary dip line, and Gray Horse survey. Measurements along the northwest portion of the 
arbitrary dip line yielded thicknesses around 275 feet. Seismic thickness measurements ranged 
from 190-500 feet and averaged approximately 400 feet.  
Figure 54 shows the arbitrary line in relation to the Avant isopach for the study area. It is 
evident that the thickness measurements calculated along the seismic arbitrary line are similar to 
the results found in wireline data. There is a possibility for slight error in the thickness 
measurements from the seismic data due to the fact that the average velocity used to obtain the 
thicknesses was obtained from a well slightly outside the study area. However, the wireline and 
seismic thickness measurements are similar enough to assume that the thickness of these 
clinoforms is approximately between 200-500 feet in the study area. 
 In addition to clinoform thickness, depositional dip was estimated at different locations 
along clinoform horizon 1 from the arbitrary seismic line created in the dip direction. Dip 
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estimation requires the use of two points along the event and average velocity of the interval. 
The dip of clinoforms varies throughout the entire feature, with the smallest dips representing the 
shelf and the greatest representing the slope and shelf-slope break. For this study, no FMI logs 
were available near the study area; therefore, calculating the dip in wireline data was not 
possible. However, dip was calculated for clinoform horizon 1 from the arbitrary line in the 
seismic data using the equation (Liner, 2004): 
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜎 = (𝑉a/2)(𝛥𝑇/𝛥𝑋) = 12,500𝑓𝑡/𝑠2(0.028𝑠/3554𝑓𝑡) = 2.82° 
Where 𝜎 represents the degree of depositional dip for a portion of clinoform horizon 1. Vavg. 
represents the average velocity, estimated from the Shaw 1A-8 velocity log, through the 
clinoform interval.   𝛥! represents the time interval between the two points . Finally, 𝛥! is the 
distance, in feet, from the two points used in the dip measurement. Figure 55 shows the 
components used in the seismic data to calculate the dip shown above. Multiple depositional dip 
measurements were taken along clinoform horizon 1 (Figure 56). In the northwestern portion of 
the arbitrary line, clinoform horizon 1 dipped at an average of 2.5 degrees. This value supports 
the presence of subsurface foresets in the northwestern portion of the survey. Along the 
southeastern part of the arbitrary line, clinoform horizon 1 dipped at an average of 0.3 degrees. A 
range of depositional dips for these clinoforms in the study area is 0.3-3.0 degrees. Because the 
average dip in the southeast is less than 1 degree, it is likely that this represents the beginning of 
an inner shelf environment featuring topsets. To further support an inner shelf environment to the 
southeast of the study area, formula number 20 from Patruno et al. (2015) was used to calculate 
additional dip measurements for the topsets by  𝑇! = 0.3237 𝐹!!.!" = 0.3237 2.5!.!" = 0.75  𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 
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Where 𝑇! equals the topset dip in degrees. 𝐹! represents the average foreset dip (2.5 degrees). 
According to Patruno et al. (2015), this formula has an 𝑅! value of 0.85, meaning that from 
conducted tests, the results yielded from the equation are fairly similar to the predictions. The dip 
acquired for the topset, using this equation, yields a value that supports an inner shelf 
environment to the southeast of the study area. Figure 57 shows that shelf deposited topsets 
generally dip less than 1 degree and the results in this study match this characteristic of topset 
slopes.  
 After calculating the average thickness and dip of the clinoforms in western Osage 
County, identifying the type of clinoforms was now possible. Johannessen and Steel (2005) state 
that clinoforms of deltas are in the range of tens of meters thick whereas clinoforms of shelf-
edges are much thicker at hundreds of meters. Results show that the clinoforms in this study 
range from 250-500 feet thick (820-1640 meters) with the thickest part of the section being in the 
southeast region of the study area and the thinnest in the northwest. This thickness is consistent 
with slope scale clinoforms, although on the thinner end of the range. Shelf-edge clinoforms also 
have dips that range between 0.1-6 degrees (Johannessen and Steel, 2005; Patruno et al., 2015). 
Depositional dip measurements from the seismic data in this study reveal that the clinoforms 
range in dip between 0.3-3.0 degrees.  
 Therefore, the thickness and dip measurements from this study indicate that the packages 
of prograding clinoforms in western Osage County are of shelf-edge scale (Figure 57). The study 
area would predominately lie on an outer shelf and slope depositional environment with the inner 
shelf lying to the southeast. 
 In order to have clinoforms of this magnitude, a sediment source has to be present in the 
general direction opposite of dip. In the case of this study, there would need to be an aerially, or 
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sub-aerially, exposed uplift to the east or southeast of the study area. Johnson (1989) states that 
the deformation and uplift of the Ouachitas occurred during the Desmoinesian and that evidence 
of the Ouachita Uplift is present during Missourian time. In addition to the Ouachitas, the 
Arbuckle and Wichita-Amarillo Uplifts were all active during the Missourian (Johnson et al., 
2001). Yang (2006) shows active Ouachita and Ozark Uplifts during Late Pennsylvanian time 
(Figure 58). The paleogeographic reconstruction in Figure 24 is consistent with this ESE to 
WNW sediment dispersal vector as well as the potential for a local contribution of sediment 
supply. 
 Looking at Figure 58, it is possible that these exposed uplifts could have supplied the 
massive amount of sediment needed to form these depositional features in western Osage 
County. If the Ouachita Uplift had been active since the Desmoinesian, it is possible that the 
Arkoma Basin had hit maximum capacity during the beginning of the Late Pennsylvanian. As 
filling in the nearby basin was at or nearing completion, sediment from the Ouachitas, and other 
nearby uplifts would be transported towards the study area. In addition to the Ouachita Uplift, it 
is possible that the Ozark Uplift provided additional sediment that contributed to the clinoforms. 
The Ozark Uplift is closer to the study area than the Ouachitas; however, considering the 
directions of clinoform dip and strike; it seems likely that the Ouachita Uplift was the main 
sediment source. The initial primary transport mechanism for the Ouachita sediment was likely 
tide dominated. The Ouachita uplift would have had fluvial and deltaic systems feeding into 
shallow waters and the tides would have carried this sediment to the study area. As progradation 
continued, the fluvial and deltaic systems would have approached the study area and would have 
contributed some of the deposition on the inner shelf environment. Sediment from the Ozark 
Uplift would have likely been transported from a mix of tides and near shore waves-currents. 
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Figure 59 shows the placement of the western Osage County clinoforms (red dot) along a deltaic 
sediment transport classification scheme (Patruno et al., 2015). 
 In addition to the massive amount of sediment beginning to bear down on the Platform, 
the accommodation space for this sediment accumulation was likely caused during the end of the 
Middle Pennsylvanian or the beginning of the Late Pennsylvanian by subtle regional tilting. This 
may be an indicator of the some degree of uplift along the Ozark Uplift. As multiple neighboring 
geologic provinces were active, and deformation and uplift were occurring, it is possible that the 
Cherokee Platform experienced subsidence in response to this tilting. Slight subsidence, on the 
order of a few degrees, would create the accommodation space needed to house the sediment 
from the southeast, and ultimately allow for the subsurface shelf-edge prograding clinoforms in 
western Osage County. 
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Figure 52: Arbitrary line from the Gray Horse seismic survey created along dip direction, 
southeast-northwest. Base map in the bottom left shows the location (red line) of the arbitrary 
line within the seismic survey. On the line, the green polygon represents seismic package 3 and 
the yellow horizon represents Clinoform Horizon 1. 
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Figure 53: Multiple thickness measurements of the clinoform package between Clinoform 
Horizon 1 and the downlap surface (deepest purple event). 
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Figure 54: Image showing seismic package 3 (green polygon), and Clinoform Horizon 1 (yellow 
line), from the arbitrary line in relation to the Avant isopach map.  
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Figure 55: Clinoform horizon 1 and the components used to calculate depositional dip for any 
given section along the event. The yellow line represents Clinoform Horizon 1 and the red values 
represent what was used from that particular section to calculate its dip. This is the same 
arbitrary line seen in Figure 52. 
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Figure 56: Multiple depositional dip measurements taken along Clinoform Horizon 1. 
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Figure 57: Modified idealized cross-section (from figure 38) alongside images of clinoform 
characteristics discussed in this study, one from wireline data and one from the Gray Horse 
seismic survey. The green polygons highlight the clinoforms from seismic package 3 within this 
study to those that are equivalent to the analong image of clinoform scale. 
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Figure 58: Paleogeographic map during the late Pennsylvanian. Red dot represents study area 
(modified from Yang, 2006). 
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Figure 59: Global examples of clinoforms plotted on a deltaic transportation mechanism 
classification chart. Clinoforms from the study area are represented by a red dot (modified from 
Patruno et al., 2015). The clinoforms of interest are in the region indicating tidal dominated 
sediment transport. However, they are slightly influenced by wave-current transport. 
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6.  CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Subsurface Pennsylvanian Stratigraphy 
 The results from the comprehensive stratigraphic overview in this study have provided a 
better understanding of the Pennsylvanian section in western Osage County.  
 The Desmoinesian Series overlies the Mississippian System and is primarily composed of 
marine-continental sandstones and limestones with some interbedded shales. During the 
Desmoinesian, shallow seas were fluctuating and producing sequences of cyclothems along the 
Cherokee Platform. The Desmoinesian exhibits high seismic amplitudes and continuous 
reflection character. In wireline data, the presence of the Desmoinesian is consistent and it is 
primarily composed of alternating sand and carbonate facies with interbedded shales.  
 The Missourian Series overlies the Desmoinesian and is considered the beginning of the 
Late Pennsylvanian. The Missourian is largely composed of marine-continental sandstones and 
shales. In seismic data, the Missourian exhibits low seismic amplitudes and continuous reflection 
character. In wireline data, the Missourian is predominately sandstones and shales with some 
carbonates.  
 The Virgilian Series overlies the Missourian and is the youngest Pennsylvanian strata 
found in Osage County. The Virgilian is known to outcrop throughout western Osage County 
and is composed of fluvial and deltaic sequences. In seismic data, the Virgilian features high 
seismic amplitudes and a predominately consistent reflection character. In wireline data, the 
Virgilian is consistent and composed of alternating continental limestone, shale, and sandstone 
facies. 
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6.2  Pennsylvanian Clinoforms 
 The clinoforms identified in this project, have filled an important gap in the overall 
understanding of the depositional history of northern Oklahoma during the beginning of the Late 
Pennsylvanian. These clinoforms have been tied to the stratigraphic record and correlated to the  
Avant. The Avant is apart of the Ochelata Group and ultimately the Upper Missourian Series. 
The age of these Pennsylvanian clinoforms is estimated as being 300-305 Ma. 
 Seismic data indicates that the clinoforms deepen to the north-northwest, thicken to the 
southeast, and are composed of high velocity and density sands and shales. A tight sand-shale 
high amplitude feature was identified trending in the strike direction and is believed to represent 
the crest of the foresets. The seismic energy is predominately found in the tight sands-shales that 
appear to be fault free. 
 Wireline data displays a coarsening upward sequence for the Avant member, indicating a 
prograding depositional system. These prograding clinoforms downlap onto a maximum 
flooding surface separating the Avant member from the underlying Osage Layton member. 
 Avant thickness and dip measurements were taken using seismic and wireline data. Both 
sources yielded similar results. In the study area these clinoforms range from 200-500 feet thick 
and dip to the northwest between 0.3-3 degrees. These results suggest that the prograding 
Pennsylvanian clinoforms in western Osage County are of shelf-edge scale. The study area 
would predominately lie on an outer-shelf and slope depositional environment with the inner-
shelf lying to the southeast. 
 Considering the depositional trends of these clinoforms, it is believed that the primary 
sediment source of these features was the Ouachita Uplift to the southeast. The Ozark Uplift was 
also active and could have provided sediment to the study area; however, the dip direction of the 
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clinoforms indicates a primary sediment source from the region of the Ouachitas. It is possible 
that the sediment supply from the Ouachitas had successfully filled the Arkoma Foreland Basin 
separating the study area from the Ouachita Uplift by the Early Desmoinesian time. This resulted 
in a sediment spill onto the Cherokee Platform from the Middle Desmoinsian on. Results 
indicate that this Ouachita sediment was initially transported to western Osage County by tides 
after deposition from fluvial and deltaic systems. Accommodation space is believed to have been 
a result of the active orogenies surrounding the Cherokee Platform, in the form of a few degrees. 
It is believed that generation of this accommodation space, in conjunction with the 
overwhelming supply of sediment, provided the necessary means used to create the 
Pennsylvanian clinoforms in western Osage County. 
6.4  Future Work 
There are numerous project opportunities in western Osage County in regards to the 
Pennsylvanian System. Examining the finer-scale characteristics within the clinoform packages 
should provide valuable insight into better understanding these depositional features. In addition 
to the Pennsylvanian clinoforms identified in the Gray Horse seismic survey, evidence of 
additional Late Missourian aged clinoform packages were noticed in the neighboring Wild Creek 
survey. An analysis of these clinoforms can possibly build upon the results from this study. A 
paleo-reconstruction of the Late Missourian shoreline is enticing and would build upon the 
current understanding of the depositional system for these Pennsylvanian clinoforms.  
Other potential projects include a reservoir characterization study, in western Osage 
County, for the known petroleum bearing Pennsylvanian formations throughout northern 
Oklahoma. An outcrop study for western Osage County would be beneficial in better 
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understanding the Pennsylvanian-Permian boundary as well as identifying outcrop locations. 
Finally, Petrographic work from these outcrops and equivalent subsurface points may help 
distinguish sediment provenance from local sources sheding off of the Ozark Uplift in contrast to 
the regional and likely dominant source from the Ouachita Uplift. 
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